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Executive Summary
This document reflects the work carried out as part of Task 4.3 (Novel User Interfaces) up
until the first release – Release A - of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) being developed for
the HEIMDALL project. The main objective of this document is to serve as an initial single
point technical reference document for the HEIMDALL GUI module. This deliverable
therefore includes the technical requirements derived from the user and system requirements
described in D2.6 [1] and D2.7 [2], scope and functionalities offered by the module and the
test results of the implemented features.
The Graphical User interface provides an intuitive user interface for the end-users, civil
protection authorities and emergency response providers - to access the products and
services (see D2.12 [3]) offered by the various sub-modules of the HEIMDALL platform. The
GUI enables the end-users to have a better awareness of the crisis situation by visualisation
of information, for example - weather information, EO imagery, sensor information, simulation
results, location of assets and personnel etc. - on the same cartographic display. The web
portal UI enables the user to manage scenarios and multiple incidents within a scenario by
creating or confirming new scenario instances, linking incidents to scenarios and/or adding
relationships to scenario definitions. Simulation tools for events such as forest fire, landslide
and flood allow the authorities to forecast the progress of a hazard. A decision support
system provides the user by suggesting some actions based on lessons learnt from similar
situations. The UI enables the user to edit and send alert messages to the first responders
(FRs) and also provide a two-way communication channel between the FR/FCPs and the
control & command centre. Integration of the products offered by the HEIMDALL submodules is via the Service Platform (SP) offered by SPH [4]. The HEIMDALL GUI leverages
and exploits components developed for the Alert4All [5] and PHAROS [6] projects.
The GUI functionalities implemented and integrated for Release-A was verified against
specific test cases and also presented to the end-users for feedback at the end user
workshop (EUW) in Glasgow in October’18. Modifications and new technical requirements
based on their feedback will be included in the upcoming releases (B, C) of the module and
documented in D4.8 - due M38.

13/11/2018
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1 Introduction
The web-based graphical user interface (GUI) is the main visual tool for end users to interact
with the HEIMDALL system. End users will have access to the GUI via a standard internet
browser like Chrome. Release schedule of the features offered by the GUI can be found in
D2.1 [7]. In addition to the technical requirements captured so far during the project lifecycle,
this document describes the functionalities implemented for Release-A phase along with the
outcomes of the integration, verification and validation (IV&V) tests of these features.
Features/requirements for further releases, along with their verification test results will be
documented and presented in D4.8 due in M38.
This document is further organised as follows:


Section 2 describes the technical specifications captured so far for the GUI module
along with the interface specifications



Section 3 describes the context of the GUI module within the overall HEIMDALL
architecture



Section 4 provides a brief description of the functionalities offered by the GUI at the
end of Release-A phase.



Section 5 provides the IV&V test procedures and results of the GUI module for the
Release –A phase.



Finally, Section 6 summarises and concludes the document. References are provided
in Section 7.

13/11/2018
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2 Technical Requirements
This section describes the technical requirements (TR) for the web-based Graphical User
Interface (GUI) module of HEIMDALL platform. These TRs have been derived from the user
requirements (UR) identified during the end user workshop and meeting held in Barcelona in
the first year of the project. These URs, along with the system requirements derived from
them, have been documented in D2.6 [1] and D2.7 [2].

2.1 Interface Requirements
The web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) is connected to the Service Platform (SP) on
one side and to the end-users on the other end. The GUI provides an intuitive end point for
the users – civil protection and emergency services authorities - to access the products and
services presented by the HEIMDALL platform via any standard internet browser like
Chrome, Internet Explorer or similar. The various components of the platform, such as
simulation tools, scenario Management module, alerts generation module, map layers etc.
are integrated into the platform via the Service Platform. More details on the SP and the
integrated products and services of the HEIMDALL platform can be found in D4.1 [4] and
D2.11 respectively [8].

2.1.1 Hardware Interfaces
The HEIMDALL GUI is hosted on the HEIMDALL service platform provided by SPH and is
accessible via VPN tunnel.

2.1.2 Software Interfaces
The GUI shall interface via RESTful Web services to:










Service platform management module.
Service orchestrator module.
Data repository module.
Access control module.
GIS engine.
External services.
Internet.
OpenMapTiles as a source of vector tiles via HTTP/HTTPS
Chat interface using XMPP via the SP – used for facilitating textual communication
between in the field users and users of the GUI

Notifications from the service platform are pushed to the GUI using WebSockets.

2.1.3 Communication Interfaces
The GUI shall use either HTTP or, for secured connection, HTTPS to connect to the
HEIMDALL network and the internet. The GUI uses JSON formatted data to fetch and push
to and from the SP.

13/11/2018
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2.2 Functional Requirements
2.2.1 Short Term Features
Table 2-1: Technical Requirement TR_UI_1

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_1



Sys_Gui_01
Sys_Gui_02

Description:
The GUI shall enable users to login to the system and present the granted information.
Rational: Logging-in enables to ensure that the user will only access the data and services
that are relevant for this user and also to keep the configuration for this user.
Stimulus: User requires access to the system.
Response: System obtains user’s credentials, double check the validity of this information
against the stored data in the DB and, decides whether to grant access to the system or not
and what information.
Verification Criterion: Login to the system as different users and make sure that only data
and services relevant to this user are accessible.
Notes: none
Table 2-2: Technical Requirement TR_UI_2

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_2





Sys_Gui_05
Sys_Gui_16
Sys_Gui_29
Sys_Gui_77

Description:
The user shall allow users to customize the system settings, like:





General system’s settings.
Customize system’s symbology – Icons and description.
Add/edit/delete map layers.
Configure rules and thresholds for automatic situation assessment and decision
support.
Rational: Users usually requires customizing the system settings to accommodate the
system functionalities to their needs.
Stimulus: A user modifies a system setting.
Response: The system shall store the update and the GUI shall apply the requisite changes.
Verification Criterion: A system setting is updated by a user. System stores the change for all
users’ sessions. GUI reacts to these changes in order to meet the requisite system’s
settings.
13/11/2018
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Notes: none
Table 2-3: Technical Requirement TR_UI_3

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_3












Sys_Gui_11
Sys_Gui_13
Sys_Gui_14
Sys_Gui_24
Sys_Gui_28
Sys_Gui_59
Sys_Gui_64
Sys_Gui_65
Sys_Gui_66
Sys_Gui_84
Sys_Gui_85

Description:
The GUI shall be capable of showing a wide range of data in order to meet the requirements.
Data representation varies from:







Specifying the level of certainty in a colour scheme.
Presenting data matching users’ profiles and system settings.
Presenting geo-information of mobile assets on maps.
Allowing users to visualize the granted access to data.
Displaying what data is shared and accessible to whom.
Displaying what data is shared with FR (First Responders) and FCP (Forward
Command Post).
 Presenting deformation maps.
 Displaying pre-defined potential damage map information.
 Showing on a map the areas where a landslide was detected.
 Displaying the level certainty for given information.
Rational: The GUI shall be capable of handling and showing a wide diverse of data for a
complex system.
Stimulus: A user requires visualizing a specific set of information.
Response: The GUI shall display the relevant data that the user is interesting on.
Verification Criterion: The GUI shall present to the user any requisite data in a structured and
simple way.
Notes: none
Table 2-4: Technical Requirement TR_UI_4

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):
13/11/2018
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Sys_Gui_20
Sys_Gui_28

Description:
The GUI shall provide ways to filter the information available in the system by:
 Filtering the displayed data in the GUI either from maps or tables.
 Making visible or hiding information from user’s profile configuration/settings.
 Showing/hiding specific map layers.
Rational: The users shall be capable of filtering and/or customizing their profiles to access
the relevant data in an easier way and providing a better situational awareness.
Stimulus: The user filters, specifies and/or selects what information is interested on.
Response: The GUI displays the relevant information that the user filtered, specified and/or
selected.
Verification Criterion:



A user filters some relevant information and the GUI is able to display it.
A user modifies its profile settings and the GUI is able to display only the specified
information.
 A user selects a particular layer or set of layers from a map, and the map will present
only the selected layer or set of layers.
Notes: none
Table 2-5: Technical Requirement TR_UI_5

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_5







Sys_Gui_04
Sys_Gui_05
Sys_Gui_28
Sys_Gui_84
Sys_Gui_85
Sys_Gui_27

Description:
The GUI shall provide a map where the user can view the relevant information, such as:
 Pre-defined potential damage map of a particular region.
 Areas where a landslide was detected.
 Geo-information of mobile assets on maps.
Multiple layers with specific information and a legend explaining the symbology used in the
map.
Rational: The user needs to be capable of visualising some relevant information on a map to
have global situational awareness.
Stimulus: A user requires displaying some relevant information on a map.
Response: The GUI presents the information in various layers on a map.
Verification Criterion: A map is displayed with the relevant information requested in different
13/11/2018
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layers. The map shall contain a legend map that describes the icons used.
Notes: none
Table 2-6: Technical Requirement TR_UI_6

Requirement ID:

TR_UI_6


Related SR(s):

Sys_Gui_25

Description:
The GUI shall be capable of indicating whether the information being displayed is historical
or live data.
Rational: The user needs to be capable to distinguish between historical and live data.
Stimulus: The GUI displays a set of data to the user.
Response: The GUI specifies if the data is historical or live data.
Verification Criterion: The GUI shall unequivocally notify to the user if the data displayed is
historical or live data.
Notes: none
Table 2-7: Technical Requirement TR_UI_7

Requirement ID:

TR_UI_7



Related SR(s):

Sys_Gui_18
Sys_Gui_19

Description:
The GUI shall allow the user to read/edit/add metadata to the relevant information.
Rational: The user needs to be capable of reading/editing/adding metadata from some
relevant information.
Stimulus: A user requires to access/edit/add some metadata of the system.
Response: The GUI allows the user to perform user’s action.
Verification Criterion: A user is able to read/edit/add some metadata of the system.
Notes: none
Table 2-8: Technical Requirement TR_UI_8

Requirement ID:

TR_UI_8

Related SR(s):





Sys_Gui_30
Sys_Gui_31
Sys_Gui_32

Description:
The GUI shall be able to
13/11/2018
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 Allow users to access and select simulation configurations
 Display simulation results
 Display the results of the evolution forecast of other hazards.
Rational: The user needs to be capable of starting a simulation establishing various
simulation parameters.
Stimulus: The user requests a simulation to the system.
Response: The system provides a simulation result and the GUI is able to represent it.
Verification Criterion: A user shall insert the requisite simulation parameters and request a
simulation to the system. The system shall provide the simulation results and the GUI shall
display them.
Notes: none
Table 2-9: Technical Requirement TR_UI_9

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_9




Sys_Gui_33
Sys_Gui_34
Sys_Gui_35

Description:
The GUI shall provide a flexible and powerful mechanism to configure simulation parameters.
Simulation configuration varies from:
 Setting up generic simulation parameters before requesting a new simulation.
 Modifying simulation parameters of past simulations.
 Being able to design firebreaks on a map before requesting a new simulation result.
Rational: The user needs to be able to configure a set of simulation parameters.
Stimulus: The user inserts a number of simulation parameters before requesting a simulation
result.
Response: The GUI shall be able to display the simulation result.
Verification Criterion: A new simulation is requested with a predefined set of simulation
parameters. The GUI shall represent the simulation result on a map.
Notes: none
Table 2-10: Technical Requirement TR_UI_10

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_10



Sys_Gui_25
Sys_Gui_26

Description:
The GUI shall provide at least two different modes of usage:



Preparedness mode – shall use historical data
Response mode - shall use real data

13/11/2018
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Rational: The system behaves differently and uses historical or live data depending if an
incident is created for preparedness purposes or not.
Stimulus: The user selects a specific operational mode in the GUI.
Response: The GUI shall use different type of data depending on the operation mode
selected.
Verification Criterion: An operational mode is selected in the GUI, and the system shall
behave and use the appropriated data.
Notes: none
Table 2-11: Technical Requirement TR_UI_11

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_11


Sys_Gui_21

Description:
The GUI shall have provision to display notifications to the user.
Rational: The notifications enable the user to be informed that new information is available.
Stimulus: The system makes available some new information that must be shared to the
users.
Response: The GUI displays a notification informing the user that particular information is
currently available.
Verification Criterion: The user request, for instance, a new simulation that generates a
notification once the simulation information is available in the system. The GUI shall pop up a
notification alert to the user.
Notes: none
Table 2-12: Technical Requirement TR_UI_12

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_12


Sys_Gui_36

Description:
The GUI shall provide an interface to view the available EO imagery in a list and search for a
particular image.
Rational: The user needs to be capable of viewing the various available EO images and to
select a particular image to be displayed or downloaded.
Stimulus: The user requests a particular image.
Response: The GUI shall display the image to the user.
Verification Criterion: An image shall be selected to be displayed and the GUI shall be able to
show it.
Notes: none
13/11/2018
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Table 2-13: Technical Requirement TR_UI_13

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_13


Sys_Gui_84

Description:
The GUI shall be able to include external services defined by the user, such as pre-defined
potential damage map information that shall be included as extra layer.
Rational: The user sometimes requires making use of external services, which provide them
extra information that the original HEIMDALL system does not.
Stimulus: The user shall state in the GUI what external services is interested on (usually
through an URL)
Response: The GUI shall be capable of requesting the information from the external service,
fetch it and display the information accordingly.
Verification Criterion: External service information shall be requested in the GUI. The system
shall fetch the information and share it with the GUI. Finally, the GUI shall show that
particular information as an extra layer on a map.
Notes: none
Table 2-14: Technical Requirement TR_UI_14

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_14








Sys_Gui_06
Sys_Gui_07
Sys_Gui_09
Sys_Gui_22
Sys_Gui_23
Sys_Gui_24
Sys_Gui_59

Description:
The GUI shall enable users to create/edit/delete users and roles. The GUI shall also allow to
assign the following relationships:
 Datasets vs Roles
 Roles vs Users
Rational: Users requires the assignment of roles in order to satisfy their primarily needs and
present them with the relevant information.
Stimulus: A user is created in the system and assigned to a role.
Response: The user is presented with the relevant dataset and functionalities that his role
specifies.
Verification Criterion: A new user is created and assigned to a role. The system shall present
the relevant dataset of information and functionalities that this roles states.
Notes: none

13/11/2018
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Table 2-15: Technical Requirement TR_UI_15

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_15







Sys_Gui_06
Sys_Gui_07
Sys_Gui_09
Sys_Gui_22
Sys_Gui_23
Sys_Gui_59

Description:
The GUI shall allow administrators users to:
 Create/edit/delete roles
 Create/edit/delete users
 Assign roles to users
 List and classify roles and users
 Check and control which data is accessed by whom
Rational: Administrator users shall be the single users that can manage users and roles
within an organization.
Stimulus: An administrator user creates a set of roles and users and assigns roles to each
user.
Response: The GUI displays a list of roles and users and shows each user’s roles.
Verification Criterion: A set of roles and users are created in the system by an administrator
user. Each user is assigned to a role. All users and roles can be listed and classified in the
GUI.
Notes: none
Table 2-16: Technical Requirement TR_UI_16

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_16




Sys_Gui_08
Sys_Gui_15
Sys_Gui_20

Description:
The GUI shall allow users to customize their user’s profiles, for instance:
 User’s preferable language
 Relevant information that should be displayed/hidden in the GUI.
Rational: Users usually requires customizing the system to accommodate to their
necessities.
Stimulus: User updates his/her profile’s settings.
Response: The GUI shall react accordingly to the stated profile’s settings. The system must
store and apply this profile’s settings in future sessions.
Verification Criterion: A profile’s settings is updated and stored in the system. The GUI must
13/11/2018
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acknowledge the change and react accordingly.
Notes: none
Table 2-17: Technical Requirement TR_UI_38

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_38




Sys_DSC_23
Sys_DSC_25
Sys_GuiApp_8

Description:
The GUI shall be able to send/ receive instant messages to communicate with FRs and FCP
users (of the same organisation and other authorities involved).
Rational: The command and control centre users usually need to communicate (two-way)
with FR/ FCP users on the field.
Stimulus: A C&C user sends/receives a chat message to a FR/ FCP user.
Response: The FR/ FCP user receives the message on the HEIMDALL mobile application.
Verification Criterion: A message is sent from the C&C via the web-based HEIMDALL
platform to a FR/ FCP user. The C&C can see the response from the FR/ FCP user on the
web-based GUI.
Notes:

2.2.2 Mid-Term Features
Table 2-18: Technical Requirement TR_UI_17

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_17



Sys_Gui_70
Sys_Gui_71

Description:
The GUI shall be capable of creating, storing, accessing, editing and deleting incidents. Also,
the GUI shall provide all the information related to these incidents as well as any incident
report included during the operational stage.
Rational: The user requires handling incidents by creating, storing, editing and deleting
incidents instances of the system.
Stimulus: The user creates, edits, accesses or deletes an incident.
Response: The GUI shall be able to handle incidents and any operation related to them,
such as creation.
Verification Criterion: The GUI provides enough tools to the user in order to create, store,
access, edit and delete incidents.

13/11/2018
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Notes: none
Table 2-19: Technical Requirement TR_UI_18

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_18


Sys_Gui_52

Description:
The GUI shall provide a timeline where the events related to an incident can be viewed.
Rational: The user needs to be capable of viewing the events related to the incidents in time
to see the relation between the events in terms of causality.
Stimulus: The user selects and accesses an incident from the GUI.
Response: The GUI shall display both the incident information details and a timeline
representing a number of past events in time.
Verification Criterion: When a user accesses an incident, the GUI shall be able to display a
timeline containing the various events in time.
Notes: none
Table 2-20: Technical Requirement TR_UI_19

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_19














Sys_Gui_43
Sys_Gui_44
Sys_Gui_45
Sys_Gui_46
Sys_Gui_47
Sys_Gui_48
Sys_Gui_49
Sys_Gui_50
Sys_Gui_51
Sys_Gui_55
Sys_Gui_56
Sys_Gui_57
Sys_Gui_58

Description:
The GUI shall be capable of providing the user with the following functionalities related to
scenarios:





Create a new scenario from a potential or real hazard (i.e. specify a scenario as ‘real’
or ‘simulated’; specify hazard location, time).
Allow access to stored scenarios.
Modify/delete information associated to a scenario.
Associate extra information to a scenario (e.g. specify a scenario as ‘real’ or
‘simulated’).
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Save any changes done to a scenario.
Delete a specific scenario.
Duplicate a previous scenario and store it in the system.
Capable of distinguishing whether a scenario is addressing the Situational
Assessment (SA) phase or Plan Formation (PF) phase.
 Take and store ‘snapshots’ of a scenario at different points in time.
Rational: The user needs to be able to handle scenarios instances in the system and
therefore, have access to the information associated to them.
Stimulus: The user requires the creation of a new scenario from a real or simulated hazard.
Response: The GUI shall allow the user to create, edit and delete scenarios among other
functionalities described above.
Verification Criterion: The user shall navigate to a specific scenarios view within the GUI.
This view will allow the user to perform any relevant functionality related to scenarios.
Notes: none
Table 2-21: Technical Requirement TR_UI_20

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_20




Sys_Gui_37
Sys_Gui_45
Sys_Gui_50

Description:
The GUI shall allow the user to modify and store at any moment the associated information
to a scenario. Also, the GUI shall allow the user to include/associate any information
received by the population to a scenario whenever is considered significant valuable.
Rational: The user needs to update the associated information of a scenario and add any
extra information received from the population.
Stimulus: A user updates some associated information or adds some information received
from the population to a particular scenario.
Response: The GUI shall store any change performed in the information associated to a
scenario and display it to the user.
Verification Criterion: A scenario is modified by updating the associated information or by
including some extra information received from the population. The system shall store these
changes in the DB and the GUI shall display the changes in the following scenario iteration.
Notes: none
Table 2-22: Technical Requirement TR_UI_21

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):
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Sys_Gui_39
Sys_Gui_40
Sys_Gui_42
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Description:
The GUI shall be capable of managing lessons learnt that are part of the scenarios. The GUI
shall include the following functionalities:




Create, store, access, edit and delete lessons learnt from a scenario.
Lessons learnt shall be defined with standard formats in order to share them easily.
Previous lessons learnt from other scenarios, shall be available to be applied to other
response plans.
Rational: The scenarios shall contain lessons learnt in order to be available to other
response plans.
Stimulus: A user creates, access, edit or delete a lessons learnt from a scenario.
Response: The GUI shall be capable to manage the changes regarding the lessons learnt
included in a scenario.
Verification Criterion: A lesson learnt is created by the user and included to a scenario. The
GUI shall be able to display the information related to that lesson learnt.
Notes: none
Table 2-23: Technical Requirement TR_UI_22

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_22


Sys_Gui_51

Description:
The GUI shall provide an easy way for taking a ‘snapshot’ of a scenario for a given moment.
Rational: The user needs to take a snapshot of a scenario for planning and/or training
purposes.
Stimulus: The user takes a snapshot of a scenario.
Response: The GUI shall be able to list the different snapshots available from a scenario and
also, shall be able to load the information of that particular snapshot.
Verification Criterion: A snapshots is created and stored in the system. The user selects a
particular snapshot from the snapshot list and, the GUI shall display the information linked to
that snapshot.
Notes: none
Table 2-24: Technical Requirement TR_UI_23

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_23



Sys_Gui_53
Sys_Gui_54

Description:
The GUI shall enable searching stored scenarios based on a set of parameters. These
parameters will describe either a real situation scenario or similar to a given scenario. (for the
parameters and metrics for the comparison see Sys_SADS_8)
13/11/2018
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Rational: The user needs to search for particular scenarios based on requisite parameters.
Stimulus: The user searches for a scenario by setting a set of parameters.
Response: The GUI shall display a list of scenarios that matches with the parameters search.
Verification Criterion: A scenario search is requested by introducing a set of parameters. The
GUI shall provide a list with a number of scenarios that contains the specified parameters.
Notes: none
Table 2-25: Technical Requirement TR_UI_24

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_24



Sys_Gui_38
Sys_Gui_77

Description:
The GUI shall be capable to display risk assessment information to the user. Also, the GUI
shall provide risk assessment settings in order to configure rules and thresholds for
automatic Situation Assessment (SA) and Decision Support (DS).
Rational: User needs to get access to risk assessment information and also needs to be able
to configure rules and thresholds for a more accurate and customize service.
Stimulus: A risk assessment is received from the system.
Response: The GUI shall be capable of displaying the risk assessment information to the
user.
Verification Criterion: The system generates a risk assessment and the GUI shows to the
user the information related to it.
Notes: none
Table 2-26: Technical Requirement TR_UI_25

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_25



Sys_Gui_41
Sys_Gui_42

Description:
The GUI shall



allow the users to create, store, access, edit and delete response plans.
Provide an interactive functionality for the user to update response plans based on
lessons learnt from previous scenarios

Rational: User needs to manage the response plans taken during a scenario.
Stimulus: User creates, accesses, edits or deletes a response plan from the system
Response: The GUI shall react accordingly and display the information related to the
response plan.
Verification Criterion: A response plan is created in the system and the GUI shall be able to
13/11/2018
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display the information associated to it.
Notes: none
Table 2-27: Technical Requirement TR_UI_26

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_26





Sys_Gui_68
Sys_Gui_69
Sys_Gui_72
Sys_Gui_73

Description:
The GUI shall be able to manage situational assessment information and functionalities.
Functionalities related to situational assessment are:


Request a situational assessment for a given geographical location selected on a
map.
 Display situational assessment information – impact on population, environment and
infrastructure – both on a map and a descriptive manner.
 Add and modify the situation assessment information.
Rational: The GUI must provide situational assessment information both on a map and in a
descriptive manner to the user to have global situation awareness.
Stimulus: The user requests a situational assessment for a particular geographical location
selected on a map.
Response: The system shall provide situational assessment information result that the GUI
shall display in a map to the user.
Verification Criterion: A situational assessment is requested by the user and the GUI shows
on the map the associated information.
Notes: none
Table 2-28: Technical Requirement TR_UI_27

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_27


Sys_Gui_74

Description:
The GUI shall be capable of providing and displaying suggestions of actions for simulated
scenarios during the response plan phase.
Rational: Proposals of actions shall be presented to the users during simulated scenarios in
order to improve the system performance.
Stimulus: The system generates a proposal of actions.
Response: The GUI shall display the information related to the proposal of actions to the
user.
Verification Criterion: A proposal of actions is created by the system for a simulated scenario
during the response plan phase. The GUI shall show the information associated to the
13/11/2018
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proposal.
Notes: none
Table 2-29: Technical Requirement TR_UI_28

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_28



Sys_Gui_81
Sys_Gui_82

Description:
The GUI shall be capable of displaying alarms on a map when a hotspot or an anomaly is
detected.
Rational: The user needs to be alerted of any anomaly or hotspot detected for a prompt
response plan.
Stimulus: A drone detects a hotspot in a particular geographical point.
Response: The GUI displays an alarm on a map to alert the users.
Verification Criterion: An alarm is generated by a drone and the GUI shows on a map the
specific location of where this alarm has been generated.
Notes: none
Table 2-30: Technical Requirement TR_UI_29

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_29


Sys_Gui_80

Description:
The GUI shall display any changes to the status of the platform i.e. provide an informative
feedback to the user while the user is interacting with the system.
Rational: The GUI needs to be intuitive.
Stimulus: The user interacts with the platform.
Response: The GUI shall reflect the interaction from the user.
Verification Criterion: User interacts with the platform, e.g. moves the mouse, and the GUI
should show this as a cursor motion.
Notes: none
Table 2-31: Technical Requirement TR_UI_30

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_30



Sys_Gui_81
Sys_Gui_83

Description:
The GUI shall display
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the information captured by the drones and
display an alarm if hotspots are detected.

Rational: Any information captured by the drones needs to be available to the users to allow
a fast response.
Stimulus: An alarm is detected by the drones.
Response: The GUI displays an alarm on a map for a given location.
Verification Criterion: A drone generates an alarm for a particular location and the GUI shall
display it on a map.
Notes: none
Table 2-32: Technical Requirement TR_UI_31

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_31





Sys_Gui_60
Sys_Gui_61
Sys_Gui_62
Sys_Gui_63

Description:
The GUI shall provide an interface to manage the creation of alerts to the public. This
interface shall provide the following functionalities:





Create an alert.
Translate the alert message into different languages.
Disseminate the outcome information of the alert, before sending it to the public.
Send an alert to the public.

Rational: The user needs to be capable of sending alerts to the population.
Stimulus: User creates an alert in the GUI and sends it to the public.
Response: The alert is dispatched to the public and received on the mobile application.
Verification Criterion: An alert is created in the GUI, translated in a number of languages,
disseminated the content of the message and sent it to the public. The message shall be
received in the mobile application with the same message content as it was composed.
Notes: none
Table 2-33: Technical Requirement TR_UI_32

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):
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Sys_Gui_75
Sys_Gui_76
Sys_Gui_77
Sys_Gui_78
Sys_Gui_79
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Description:
The GUI shall be capable of accessing, displaying, adding and modifying decision support
information. Also, the GUI shall allow the user to define taken decisions both in a written and
a geo-referenced drawing format.
Rational: The system generates decision support information that must be displayed to the
users. Also, it is very important to feedback the system with decisions taken by the users for
a given scenario.
Stimulus: The system generates some decision support information.
Response: The GUI shall be capable to display the decision support information.
Verification Criterion: Decision support information is created by the system and the GUI
shall present the associated information to the user.
Notes: The requirement definition will be reviewed closer to the implementation of the
module. Final definition will be given in D4.8.
Table 2-34: Technical Requirement TR_UI_33

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_33


Sys_Gui_86

Description:
The GUI shall provide options for the users to customise the appearance of the interface by
CSS in terms of



Colours
Logo

Rational: The user needs to be capable of customising the HEIMDALL GUI to suit his/her
preferences. Additionally, the administrator user would need to update the logo on the
platform according to their organisational requirements.
Stimulus: User modifies the system settings.
Response: The system shall store the update and the GUI shall apply the requisite changes.
Verification Criterion: The user logs-in with their credentials and changes the above settings
to suit their preference. System stores the change for all of the users’ session. Only users
with administrator privileges are able to change the logo on the platform.
Notes: Relates to Sys_IntUeMan_2, Sys_IntUeMan_3, TR_UI_2, TR_UI_15, TR_UI_16
Table 2-35: Technical Requirement TR_UI_34

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_34


Sys_Gui_87

Description:
The GUI shall always display the information mentioned in Sys_Gui_87 on all its screens
(e.g. as a boilerplate).
Rational: The user should be able to see the information mentioned in the requirement
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Usr_GUI_31.
Stimulus: System settings for the platform are set to display information such as user profile,
time, date, agency logo and software version as a permanent feature on all the screens of
the HEIMDALL platform.
Response: GUI displays these information on all screens of the platform.
Verification Criterion: User logs-in and is able to see his/her profile information, time & data,
software version of the platform and his/her agency’s logo.
Notes: During the lifetime of the project the platform will only display HEIMDALL logo.
Customisation of the platform with logo of different organisations will be possible as part of
commercialisation.
Relates to TR_UI_3.
Table 2-36: Technical Requirement TR_UI_35

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_35



Sys_Gui_88
Sys_Gui_89

Description:
In terms of the map display on the GUI, the platform shall



allow the user to centralise the view of the map to the main AOI of the agency
show a position reference map to compare the AOI with the main AOI of the agency.

Rational: The user might prefer to centralise the GUI map view to reflect the AOI of the
agency and/or view information on the map with respect to the location of their organisation
(i.e. main AOI as the agency).
Stimulus: The administrator user changes the map view of the platform to be centralised on
the AOI of the agency. Also other users request for the AOI to be shown with respect to the
AOI of the agency.
Response: The GUI stores new map view settings made by the administrator and also
present other users with a position reference map when requested.
Verification Criterion: The user with admin rights from individual agencies is able to
customise the presentation of the platform. The user is able to see the location of the AOI
with reference to the main AOI of the agency.
Notes: These features will be implemented if time allows during Release-C. It is not a priority.
Table 2-37: Technical Requirement TR_UI_36

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_36


Sys_Gui_90

Description:
The platform shall distinguish between the incident types (real or simulated) by, for example,
changing the background colour of the platform depending on the incident type the user is
working on at any given time.
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Rational: The platform shall be intuitive.
Stimulus: The user selects and accesses an incident from the GUI.
Response: The GUI changes the background colour depending on the incident type chosen.
Verification Criterion: When a user accesses an incident, the background colour of the GUI
changes depending on whether the incident under consideration is real or simulated.
Notes: None
Table 2-38: Technical Requirement TR_UI_37

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_37



Sys_Simu_20
Sys_Simu_21

Description:
The GUI shall provide a playback feature (play, pause, stop, rewind, and fast-forward) to
allow a temporal view of the simulation results to the user. The user shall be able to define
the time-scale/speed of the simulation review.
Rational: The user would need to see the evolution of a simulated situation, e.g. see the
prediction of the hazard extent in space and time, to be able to define emergency strategies.
Stimulus: The user runs a simulation and now wants to see the evolution of the event.
Response: The GUI presents the user with a set of buttons to review the simulated event.
Verification Criterion: The user runs a simulation. He/she chooses to playback the results.
The user can choose to stop/pause, fast-forward/re-wind and set the time-scale of the
simulation.
Notes: Propagation pattern is more important than time predictability for landslide simulation
results.
Rewind/Fast-forward can be done with a slider.

Table 2-39: Technical Requirement TR_UI_39

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_39


Sys_Gui_10

Description:
The GUI shall be reachable via internet.
Rational: The use of a web based GUI provides the widest flexibility and access to most
users with an internet access.
Stimulus: The user accesses the HEIMDALL platform either on using a smartphone or a
laptop/computer with internet connectivity.
Response: The HEIMDALL GUI is available to the user with access to the features on
successful login.
Verification Criterion: The user is able to access to the system via a web based GUI.
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Notes: For the duration of the project, HEIMDALL services are provided via the service
platform and are accessible via VPN. Post-project access needs to be decided.

2.3 Non-Functional Requirements
2.3.1 Short Term Requirements
Table 2-40: Non-Functional Technical Requirement TR_UI_40

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_40


Sys_Gui_12

Description:
The GUI must be easy to use and to understand following the W3C standards.
Rational: It is easier for the user to use the application if it has been designed to be simple
and user-friendly.
Verification Criterion: Users shall be monitored when using the GUI for the first time and,
shall be checked whether all the functionalities offered can be found and understood easily.
Notes: none
Table 2-41: Non-Functional Technical Requirement TR_UI_41

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_41


Sys_Gui_17

Description:
The GUI shall be flexible and scalable.
Rational: If any further functionality is required or requested by the user, the GUI shall be
capable of integrating it easily without any disruption in the system.
Verification Criterion: The GUI shall be capable to add any extra functionality required after
the design phase.
Notes: none

2.3.2 Mid-Term Requirements
Table 2-42: Non-Functional Technical Requirement TR_UI_42

Requirement ID:
Related SR(s):

TR_UI_42


Sys_Gui_11

Description:
The GUI must be capable to provide all the functionalities generated by the system.
Rational: The user needs to get access and use all the functionalities specified and offered
by the system.
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Verification Criterion: A user is able to request any kind of information and make use of all
the functionalities that the system provides.
Notes: none
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3 Reference Architecture
Figure 3-1 shows the overall architecture of the HEIMDALL system. The Graphical User
Interface (GUI) module is highlighted in a green box.

Figure 3-1: Overall architecture of the HEIMDALL system. GUI module is marked as a green box.
As shown in

Figure 3-1, the only interface for the GUI module to the HEIMDALL system is the Service
Platform module. SP serves as the central component to request/retrieve the products and
services offered by the other HEIMDALL modules.

3.1 GUI Inputs and Outputs
D2.11 – Service Concept Specification [8] - detailed the service value chain of the
HEIMDALL system. The two main services offered by the GUI are:
 Display of information – illustrate information such as map layers, sensor data,
simulation/assessment results, decision information products etc. Format of the
information presented is decided by the module responsible for producing the
information.
 Provisioning of products and services to users – for on-demand retrieval of the
system products. Format of the product is decided by individual modules.

3.2 Interface with other HEIMDALL components
The GUI provides access to information produced by other modules via RESTful web
services. Updates to the services/products and/or changes in the status of events in the
backend system is pushed to the GUI via Websockets. Figure 3-1 shows I9 (explained in
Table 3-1) as the interface connecting GUI and the SP.
Table 3-1: Interface between the GUI and the SP

Interface

Short Description

Methods

Protocol

I9

RESTful web service interface

GET,POST,PUT, DELETE

HTTP(S)
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4 Module Functionality
The web-based graphical user interface is aimed at providing the primary users – civil
protection and emergency response authorities - with an intuitive, interoperable and 24/7
available tool to access the products and services offered by the HEIMDALL platform.
Access to the various products and services through the GUI will be determined by
specifying profiles within each organisation, which dictate the user’s access rights.
The GUI will provide the relevant tools to access the various components of the system, such
as simulation tools, Earth Observation data, Decision Support, alerting module, geo-localised
data of available resources et al. Furthermore, the GUI will contain a set of dedicated views
that will group and orchestrate the different functionalities and services that HEIMDALL is
aiming to build. Access to a map tool enables to determine the location of different events or
critical infrastructures close to an incident, which can be used for training, lessons learnt
activities and response planning. Another objective of the GUI will be to offer end users an
improved situation awareness of events as well as providing them with mechanisms to
support the decision making phase during an incident.
The main services offered by the GUI to the end users are summarised below:


Login



Definition of user roles and privileges



Geo-localised information



Asset Monitoring



Simulation tools for forest fire, flood and landslide incidents



Incident and scenario management



Risk assessment



Impact summary



Response plans and decision support



Notifications and alerts creation



Catalogue for data sharing



FR information

A sub-set of these services that have been implemented as part of Release-A phase is explained with
explained with the help of screenshots in the following sub-sections. As implementation of
products/services is phased, not all modules and/or functionalities of the modules (shown in

Figure 3-1) are available at this time. A complete description of the modules and services of
the HEIMDALL platform will be presented in D4.8 (due M38).

4.1 User Login
The first interface of the web portal is a login window for the user to enter his/her login details
i.e. username and password (see Figure 4-1). The GUI is accessible in normal and
administrator modes. The administrator will be able to create new user accounts and
configure several aspects of the system.
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Figure 4-1: HEIMDALL Login window

4.2 Home Page
Figure 4-2 shows the home page of the platform once the user logs in. Tabs to access
simulation tools, scenario management module, to create alerts and establish a two-way
communication with FRs are available in the current Release-A stage. Drop-down menu on
the right- hand side give options to customise the map layers and select/deselect EO
images.

Figure 4-2: Home Page of HEIMDALL GUI
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4.3 First Responders and Forward Command Posts
Figure 4-3 shows the functionalities available to set-up a two-way communication between
the FR/FCPs and the command & control centre. In the current stage (Release-A), it is
possible to chat, get the geo co-ordinates and see the media file received from the FR/FCP.
Authorities/ Personnel, if online, is indicated by a green bar and a grey bar if they are offline.

Figure 4-3: Two-way communication functionality between the FR/FCPs and the C&C centre.

4.4 Scenarios
Figure 4-4 (a)-(b) shows the parameters that can be inputted to create a new scenario. Add
Conditions allow inputting instantaneous weather conditions to an existing scenario,
creating a log of how the situation has evolved. Similarly, Add Relationship allows
connecting an existing data such as an EO/aerial/landslide/crowd-sourced product, URI of a
simulation etc. to a particular scenario. Acceptable data type/value options required for the
input parameters are defined in deliverable D6.14 [10]. A log of previously created scenarios
can be accessed through the Fetch button as shown in Figure 4-4(c)-(d).
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 4-4: Screenshots showing (a) Page to create a new Scenario (b) Input options for a new
scenario (c) a list of existing scenarios (d) example of the details available under a saved scenario
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4.5 Simulation
Only forest fire simulation tool has been implemented in the Release-A phase. Figure 4-5
shows the input parameter options for executing a fire simulation. Landslide and Flood
simulators will be implemented for Release-B and Release-C respectively.
Figure 4-6(a)-(b) show examples of the results available from the fire simulator. Fire
perimeter is presented as isochrones with colour intensity decreasing with increasing
distance from the ignition point. The slider allows seeing the evolution of the fire spread.
Other results from the simulator, such as flame length is currently only available as a static
image for the region - La Jonquera in Spain - considered for the first demo. More details on
the fire simulator can be found in deliverable D5.12 [9].

Figure 4-5: New fire simulation inputs
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-6 :(a) Evolution of fire perimeter (b) Flame length output from the simulation. Other
results are available in a similar way at this stage as static images.
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4.6 Alerts
Figure 4-7 shows the input options available for creating alerts and warning messages for
the FRs and the public. The message is received by the recipients on their mobile devices.
Sending messages to the public is considered out of scope for the project. Alerting
functionality is interfaced with the intelligent gateway (IG) module being developed by DLRKN. More details on the IG and communication to remote areas can be found in D4.16 due
M22. Specific parameters under each option in the message are briefly detailed below.

Figure 4-7: Alert creation window

The alert message created by the HEIMDALL platform consists of the following main input
fields:
1. Scenario – the user can specify a message name (optional) and ID (mandatory)
2. Alert Area – user can select the geographical region where the alerts need to be
sent. This prevents messages from being sent to population/region outside the
area of interest.
3. Audience – Public or Private
4. Hazard
(a) Hazard
Earthquake
Heavy Rain
Flood
Explosion
Terrorist Attack
Forest Fire
Train Crash
Traffic Accident
Toxic Cloud
Free Text
13/11/2018

(b) Certainty
Observed
Likely
Possible
Unlikely
Unknown

(c) Severity
Extreme
Severe
Moderate
Minor
Unknown
Free Text
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5. Timing – allows to define the Onset Time (mandatory) and Expiration Time
6. Action
(a) Response
Shelter
Evacuate
Prepare
Execute
Monitor
None
8. Translations
Language
French
Spanish

(b) Urgency
Immediate
Expected
Future
Past
Unknown
None

(c) Additional Instructions
<user defined text>

Headline (mandatory)

Content (mandatory)

<user defined text>

<user defined text>

7. Resources – allows uploading a saved file from the computer or inputting a URL.
8. Check and dispatch – reminds the user to check the message preview created at
the bottom of the window before dispatching the message.
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5 Test Plan
This section details the integration, verification and validation (IV&V) test plans carried out for
the features targeted for implementation for Release-A phase and the results of the tests. It
is important to note that in the technical requirements (TR) creation process (UR -> SR ->
TR), system requirements (SR) that were similar or related have been grouped under
individual TR_IDs. Since implementation of features/modules is phased, not all features
under individual TRs are available at this stage. The Success value in the cases where only
a sub-set of the features were available and successfully tested is hence indicated as
Passed (partial). These test cases will be revisited as part of the IV&V process of the future
releases and will be documented in D4.8.
Table 5-1: Test Plan TS_GUI_01
Test ID
Requirements
be verified

TS_GUI_01
 TR_UI_1
o Sys_Gui_1
o Sys_Gui_2

to

To verify that only the users with valid login credentials can access the
HEIMDALL platform and the information displayed/ accessible is restricted
depending on the role. Login credentials will be dependent on the role of the
user.

Test objective

1. Users are provided with individual login names and passwords depending
on their roles.
Test procedure

2. Users logs into the web platform using the credentials and can access the
various features presented by the platform but the access is restricted
based on their role.

Test
prerequisites/
configuration



The web portal needs to be up and running.



Valid login credentials for different roles available from the service platform.

Success criteria

Users assuming different roles can login and access the HEIMDALL platform
and the features they can access is dependent on the access privileges granted
to their particular role.

Results analysis

Login to the platform is possible only with valid login username and password.
Access privileges based on the roles was not available for Release-A hence will
be tested and documented in D4.8 in M38.

Success

PASSED
Table 5-2: Test Plan TS_GUI_02

Test ID

Requirements
be verified

TS_GUI_02

to

 TR_UI_2
o Sys_Gui_5
o Sys_Gui_16
o Sys_Gui_29
o Sys_Gui_77
To verify if the user is able to

Test objective

13/11/2018



customize system and user profile settings, symbology (icons and
descriptions),
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Depending on the role, the user should be able to add new map layers



configure rules and thresholds for automatic SADS.

1. User logs-in
2. Customises the system and profile settings
Test procedure

3. (dependent on the role) User tries to add new map layers
4. (dependent on the role) user tries to configure rules and thresholds for
automatic SADS.

Test
prerequisites/
configuration



User roles and access rights have been defined.



User and system profile settings options have been defined.



Map layers are available in the correct format acceptable by the platform.



Situation Assessment and Decision support settings have been defined.

Depending on the roles and access rights, the user is able to customise his/her
profile and system settings, add new map layers and configure SADS
parameters.

Success criteria

 Login credentials for different roles are available however the system and
profile setting options have not been defined yet. User roles and permissions
will be implemented for Release-B.

Results analysis

 User can hide/unhide map layers but the format/rules for adding a new map
layer have not been defined yet.
 SADS module is to be integrated at a later stage

Success

Passed (partial)
Table 5-3: Test Plan TS_GUI_03

Test ID

Requirements
be verified

TS_GUI_03

to

 TR_UI_3
o Sys_Gui_11
o Sys_Gui_13
o Sys_Gui_14
o Sys_Gui_24
o Sys_Gui_28
o Sys_Gui_59
o Sys_Gui_64
o Sys_Gui_65
o Sys_Gui_66
o Sys_Gui_84
o Sys_Gui_85
 TR_UI_5
o Sys_Gui_04
o Sys_Gui_05
o Sys_Gui_27
o Sys_Gui_28
o Sys_Gui_84
o Sys_Gui_85


13/11/2018
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o Sys_Gui_84
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To verify if the user is able to

Test objective



See the level of certainty as a colour scheme



See the data as set by him/her and what data he/she can access



See what data is available to/shared with whom



See the geo-information of the mobile assets on the map



See deformation map, pre-defined potential damage map, map of area
where landslide was detected
See multiple map layers with specific information and a legend
explaining the symbology used in the map.



1. User logs in – the data presented should be what he/she set previously
2. In settings, the user should be able to see the features he/she has access to
along with who can access what data

Test procedure

3. User should be able to see multiple map layers presenting specific
information. A legend explaining the symbology used in the maps is also
available.
4. User should be able to see the location of the FRs and assets on the map
(if online)
5. From the map layer the user can select the deformation map, pre- defined
potential damage map, map of landslide affected area.
6. User is able to understand the level of certainty of the information displayed
as a varying colour scheme.

Test
prerequisites/
configuration



User roles and access rights have been defined.



User profile and system settings options have been defined.



Mobile application is integrated and available to the FRs and users
responsible for the assets.



Map layers and icons to be displayed on the map are available and
integrated.



Results/layers have integral level of certainty defined as colour variations



GUI is able to save the configuration information set by the user and display
information accordingly in subsequent user logins.



Location information of FRs and assets is displayed on the map and the
user is able to hide/unhide the deformation map, pre- defined potential
damage map, map of landslide affected area from the list. Legend
explaining the symbology used is displayed on the user interface.



User is able to understand the certainty of information displayed from the
colour variation of the displayed map/ image.



FR location information can be displayed on the map if the FR user is
online.



Landslide sub-module is planned for Rel-B however various other map
layers are available on the platform, which the user can hide/unhide as
preferred.



Level of certainty as a colour scheme is possible if it is integrated in the
layer e.g. Fire simulation results depict the evolution of fire as a variation in
the intensity of a colour.



Profile/System settings options have not been defined yet. User roles and
permissions will be implemented for Release-B.



Icons and the legends to be displayed need to be finalised and defined
which were not available for Release-A.

Success criteria

Results analysis

Success
13/11/2018

Passed (partial)
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Table 5-4: Test Plan TS_GUI_04
Test ID

Requirements
be verified

TS_GUI_04
 TR_UI_4
o Sys_Gui_03
o Sys_Gui_20
o Sys_Gui_28

to

 TR_UI_12
o Sys_Gui_36
To verify if the user is able to
Test objective



Filter data from maps or tables



Hide/unhide user profile configuration/ settings



Hide/unhide/filter map/EO image layers.

1. User filters information from the list/options available to be displayed/hidden
on the map/tables and the information displayed on the GUI reflects the
changes accordingly
Test procedure

2. User is able to modify the data displayed/hidden on the GUI with respect to
his/her profile settings
3. User selects/deselects a particular layer/ set of layers and the information
displayed on the GUI reflects the changes.

Test
prerequisites/
configuration



User roles and access privileges need to be defined



Options for the user – map layers/ options for the tables – need to be
provided.



Map/EO image layers need to be provided and integrated



User is able to filter the information to be displayed on the GUI



User modifies his/her profile settings and the GUI displays only the specified
information.



User is able to select/deselect specific map/EO image layers and the GUI
display changes accordingly.



User is able to select/deselect specific map/EO image layers and filter
information.



User profile configuration/settings information was not available for ReleaseA.

Success criteria

Results analysis

Success

Passed (partial)
Table 5-5: Test Plan TS_GUI_05

Test ID

Requirements
be verified

13/11/2018

TS_GUI_05

to

 TR_UI_8
o Sys_Gui_30
o Sys_Gui_31
o Sys_Gui_32


TR_UI_9
o Sys_Gui_33
o Sys_Gui_34
o Sys_Gui_35
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To verify if the user, via the web-GUI, is able to

Test objective



access simulation configurations



see simulation results



evolution forecast of hazards on the GUI



pre-define/modify parameters of simulations



design firebreaks on a map for a new simulation

1. User tries to create and/or access the parameters for a simulation in order to
run a simulation for any particular scenario
2. Result of the simulation is displayed on the GUI.
3. User copy/paste the simulation ID to fetch the evolution forecast of the
hazard

Test procedure

4. User is able to pre-define simulation parameters and also modify
parameters of past simulations
5. Execute a simulation with firebreak points specified on the map
Test
prerequisites/
configuration

Simulators (fire, landslide, and flood) need to be integrated.

Success criteria



User is able to create new simulations with preferred configuration
parameters and fire break points (specified on the map).



User can fetch and modify parameters of simulations already executed



Result of the simulation is displayed on the map



User can see the evolution of the hazard by moving the slider.



Only fire simulator, with certain functionalities, was available for Release-A.
It is possible to set parameters/conditions (wind direction, humidity, ignition
point etc.) for the simulations and choose from the products offered (fire
perimeter, flame intensity etc.). User can also see the evolution of the
hazard by moving a slider scale.



Functionalities to fetch previous simulations, fetch the results of the
simulations directly without copy/pasting the link, edit parameters of an
existing simulation rather than executing a new simulation, specify fire break
points is not available at the moment.

Results analysis

Success

Passed (partial)
Table 5-6: Test Plan TS_GUI_06

Test ID

TS_GUI_06


Requirements
be verified

13/11/2018

to

TR_UI_19
o Sys_Gui_43
o Sys_Gui_44
o Sys_Gui_45
o Sys_Gui_46
o Sys_Gui_47
o Sys_Gui_48
o Sys_Gui_49
o Sys_Gui_50
o Sys_Gui_51
o Sys_Gui_55
o Sys_Gui_56
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o
o

Sys_Gui_57
Sys_Gui_58

To verify if the user is able to access/see the following functionalities related to
scenarios on the web-GUI:

Test objective



Create/delete a scenario (real/simulated)



Modify/delete information related to a scenario, access stored scenarios
and save changes



Distinguish whether a scenario is addressing a situation assessment
phase (SA) or a plan formation (PF) phase.



Save ‘snapshots’ of scenarios at different point in time

1. User navigates to the ‘Scenario’ tab that gives options to either create a
New scenario or Fetch stored scenarios.
2. The New scenario option allows the user to set the parameters/conditions,
relationships (if applicable) with previous scenarios, hazard information such
as location/time, casualties, etc.
3. The Fetch scenario option provides the user with a list of previously created
scenarios. User is able to add and save more (environmental) conditions
seen at a certain time, modify situation parameters (casualties, impact level,
information credibility etc.) that might have changed for the selected
scenario.

Test procedure

4. The scenario presented has an option that helps the user to understand
whether the information presented is addressing a situation assessment
phase (SA) or a plan formation (PF) phase
Test
prerequisites/
configuration

Functionalities for the scenario management module is provided and integrated
onto the platform.

Success criteria

The user is able to navigate to a specific scenario view within the GUI and is
able to perform any relevant functionality related to scenarios.


Scenario management module- with limited functionalities – was available
for Release-A.



It is possible to create new scenarios – specify weather conditions, details
about the hazard and add relationships. It is also possible to save modified
conditions and hazard information to existing scenarios to get a snapshot of
the hazard at any given point in time.



Functionality to differentiate the phase of operation was not available for
Release-A.

Results analysis

Success

Passed (partial)
Table 5-7: Test Plan TS_GUI_07

Test ID

TS_GUI_07


Requirements
be verified

Test objective
Test procedure
13/11/2018

to

TR_UI_31
o Sys_Gui_60
o Sys_Gui_61
o Sys_Gui_62
o Sys_Gui_63

To verify if the user can, via the web-GUI, create/ translate/ send alerts.
1. User Creates a new alert by populating information fields such as hazard
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type, action to be taken, severity/certainty of the hazard etc. User can also
select the target audience and target area for the message.

2. User can choose the language to which the message should be translated.
3. The platform presents the user with a preview of the message before
Dispatch
Test
prerequisites/
configuration

The Information Gateway need to be integrated to the platform and the options
for the alert message variables need to be defined to allow correct message
translation.

Success criteria

User is able to send an alert which is received on the HEIMDALL mobile
application.

Results analysis

An alert was successfully created and despatched.

Success

PASSED

13/11/2018
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6 Conclusion
This document presented the design and implementation status of the graphical user
interface being developed for the HEIMDALL platform. The TRs presented here include the
user feedback and suggestions collected during the first year of the project. An initial version
of the GUI developed for Release-A has been successfully integrated and tested as part of
the corresponding end user workshop (EUW2, M18). Further development of the GUI is
ongoing as part of the upcoming releases of the HEIMDALL platform.

13/11/2018
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